
Strategic Initiative: _____________________________ 
(name of the initiative) 

I. Introduction

Brief Description (100 words maximum): 

This proposed initiative is in line with the following strategic plan priority(s) (select all 
that apply):  

Student Success 

DEI  

Infrastructure  

Innovative Academic Programming 

Wellness 

Atlanta Partnerships 

It is expected that this initiative will lead to (select all that apply): 
Increased efficiencies 

Quality improvements 

Revenue  

Enrollment growth  

Student retention 

Expense reduction 

Capital improvement 

Other:

Author(s) and Collaborators: 

Projected cost:____________ 

Distinctive & Distinguished 
2022 - 2027 Strategic Plan 

Mincberg, Regina
You may include any people involved in this submission and/or the department(s) impacted by/benefiting from this initiative.



II. Proposal

Initiative Description. 
Summary: The need being addressed, the project goals, objectives, methods, 
and benefits to the university, Oglethorpe constituents, and the broader 
community are (300 words maximum): 

Rationale. The initiative will help address the stated need at Oglethorpe and 
aligns with the university’s strategic priorities as well as any departmental 
strategic priorities and/or long-term goals by (300 words maximum):  

Initiative Assessment. 
The following will determine whether the initiative was successful (200 words 
maximum): 

Timeline. 
The timeline for the initiative will be as follows (100 words maximum):  

Mincberg, Regina
You may include: a description of the program including format, curriculum and length, if applicable; specific steps necessary to successfully complete program development and coordination; list the key players involved in creating the program and its vision; outline the anticipated results, highlighting current relevant data points, key milestones, and projected outputs or outcomes once initiative is launched; share data/statistics that further illustrate the need for this program, if any.Please include any formal or informal partnerships you would pursue in conjunction with this initiative or describe any formal partnerships in place to ensure this program/project is best-in-class

Mincberg, Regina
You may include: how you have evaluated the need for the proposed program; how you have engaged key constituents in the process of identifying the need and designing the solution; references to best practice models at other institutions that were used to inform the suggested approach for Oglethorpe’s project.

Mincberg, Regina
You may include: critical outcomes of this program;  specific objectives and data measures to be utilized to track outcomes and the impact of the program on the organization and those that it serves; who will be responsible for collecting, analyzing, and reporting this data.

Mincberg, Regina
You may include: key milestones; strategic steps; who would be responsible for completing each. 



Budget Components Budget Amount Notes (brief as proposal should have detail)
Revenue (complete if needed)

Earned Revenue

Total Revenue

Initiative Expenses

Supplies

Travel

Professional Development

Marketing

Technology Software & Hardware

Other Expenses

Subtotal

Capital

Physical Space Build Out or Renovations

Furniture, Technology, or Equipment  
($1K+ with a useful life of at least 5 yrs)

Subtotal 

Total Expenses

Additional Budget Comments:

Initiative / Project Title

Date of Budget Development 

For budget amounts, only enter numbers. Totals will calculate automatically.

III. Budget & Pro Forma
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